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Greetings Family, Friends and Clients

Flowers by Stephanie has some truly noteworthy news to share with all of you! 

As you may know, when Pope Francis came to New York last week 
he stayed at the “Papal Nuncio Residence” on the Upper East 
Side, a five story private home that was gifted to the Catholic 
Church in the 60’s.

Given that I had done work for the Vatican on other occasions, 
Flowers by Stephanie was selected to provide all the floral 
arrangements that would adorn the Papal Residence. (Needless to 
say…WOW!)

The following day (nine days before the flowers were to be delivered) I toured the 
residence….then put on my thinking cap.

The end result was the provision of 30 different arrangements positioned 
everywhere within the first three floors of the Residence, from the front foyer 
to the Holy Father’s quarters to the beautiful and intimate Chapel within the 
residence. 

The arrangements were mostly Vatican color-themed….yellow and white…with 
green accents. 

Even though I have been chosen to work for the Vatican before, managing the 
table arrangements for their annual UN Black Tie dinner Gala….it’s hard to 
imagine there being a ‘higher profile’ client that I could work for!

Without doubt, I felt excited and blessed to have been asked to participate in 
the Holy Father’s visit this way and to share with you a few pictures of the 
arrangements. 

In the words of the organizer, “thank you again for putting your great talent to 
work for us, helping us to make it a warm welcome for our pontiff!” 
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I don’t think it gets much better than that!

Below are a few photos of the arrangements that I provided to the Papal Nuncio 
Residence, using the Vatican colors of yellow and white with a variety of greens. 
I kept the flowers fairly basic, using a variety of yellow roses, white roses, 
yellow and white dahlias, grape ivy, seeded eucalyptus and most all 
arrangements contained three yellow ‘billy bally’, representing the Father, son 
and Holy Spirit . . . elegant yet demure, welcoming visitors on entry tables, 
enhancing fireplace mantles, as well as a variety of stately arrangements in 
hallways and grand stairway landings. 

A simple arrangement of white roses graced an entry table with a painting of 
the Holy Father above.



A few large arrangements in the grand hallways.

The very large dining room table was a particular challenge as the request was 
for three low arrangements on a table that measured 66” wide . . . I came up 
with three low cylinders with the center one measuring 16” in diameter, flanked 
by two 12” cylinders . . . all filled with a mounding celebration of white, yellow 
and green roses scented with spray roses, green hypericum, a variety of green 
with the three billy ball accents. I was able to enhance two stunning side board 
high shelves in the dinning room adding brightness and the blooms to eye level.



I had also added altar arrangements to the beautiful Chapel as well as a simple 
arrangement for the kitchen where the Swiss Guards would take their meals.

Additionally I needed to make a sincere and gentle accent for the Holy Father’s 
quarters where I provided several small silver cups, just a simple white rose with 
accent elements to hopefully bring a visual relief to the Holy Father who 
brought so much relief and joy to so many. 

Thanks so much for your interest and confidence in Flowers by Stephanie . . . 
what a blessing!


